Refine-D

Refine-D Enterprise Search IS THE FIRST SEARCH ENGINE IN EUROPE
WITH LABELING TECHNOLOGY & Stored searches.

The intra-company search engine.
Refine-D Enterprise Search is a search engine for the systematisation, conversion and refinement of company-relevant information.
The intra-company search engine combines all internal and external data sources and automatically reorganises them on a daily
basis – within a department, the corporate network or between different company locations. Users have a single point of search for
all document pools.

Advantages.
With Refine-D Enterprise Search, the search is more
efficient for business-relevant information. Users
can concentrate on their interesting work, increasing job satisfaction.
«Refine-D Enterprise Search refines all your documents. As if a diligent assistant had already worked
through the document and created an index, the
automatically refined document displays all relevant
terminology in german, french, english and italian.»

›› single point of entry
for all document archives

›› Personal labels & search storage
›› Overviews of each document

›› Networking and linking of data

›› Multilingual thesaurus (technical terms)

›› Relief from search work

›› Auto-linking to the original sources on the Internet

›› Boost working comfort

›› Networking of data within a department or between

›› Know-how-transfer

different locations
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Open an original document

Refinement of a document (Links to original sources, on the right side multilingual references)

Technology.

Areas of application.

›› High integration capability (Microsoft Office, MOSS,

›› Trusts

Lotus Notes Archive, DMS, etc.)

›› Administrations

›› Fast implementation & immediate operational readiness

›› Banks and insurance companies

›› Platform-independent web-browser

›› Law firms

(no installation necessary)

›› Hospitals

›› Inter-locational: Stored centrally, locally available

›› Universities

›› Extremely fast access to all data

›› Courts

›› Document-neutral (Word, PDF, PPT, MSG, Excel,

›› Corporate legal services

HTML, etc.)
›› High security and low maintenance requirements

Optional:
›› Authentication
›› Authorisation
›› Multi-client capability

›› and many more

single point of entry.
Refine-D Enterprise Search provides a search box with
excellent search mechanisms, making it very easy to use.
›› Structured search
in all formats and all internal and external databases
›› Comprehensive ways
of sorting by relevance, date, etc.
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Central login – connection to a user management system.
It is possible to configure the software for personalisation by connecting to a user management system (AD) – your employees
need no extra login, this can be controlled via the Windows login. One single login – as long as you are working on your user
workspace, you can access Refine-D Enterprise Search. Each employee of your company can then save and manage their
personal search.
›› MySearch Enterprise

Employee authorisation.
Intelligent staff management: You specify what access permissions each employee receives, i.e. search results can be selectively
authorised – search results will only be displayed to the employee who has a read permission.

Individual page view.
You determine how many search results you want to see on a page. Now you can change to a continuous page view – for faster
browsing of the search results – with the new Refine-D Enterprise Search, no problem.

Support for multiple business units.
Easy department management. With the help of this information technology, business units can access data without being able
to see each others data, user administration... Each client can only see and change his own data.

Customised search.
Labels and filters can be adjusted and set to your individual wishes and technical requirements.
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